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Chapter 6 

Contract Management

SAP Ariba Contracts is SAP’s cloud-based solution for managing 

enterprise-wide contracts from creation to renewals and amendments. 

In this chapter, we’ll show you how to implement SAP Ariba Contracts 

to convert what has been a rather cumbersome and clunky process for 

managing contracts into a highly efficient process.

Contracts are vital documents that contain important (and, in most cases, legally bind-

ing) information on the relationship of an organization with its partners—its suppliers,

customers, and employees. Contracts can also contain important cost-saving incen-

tives, such as early payment discounts. Mismanagement of and noncompliance in con-

tracts can be quite costly for organizations in terms of savings lost and/or regulatory

penalties. In larger organizations, or as an organization grows and an increasing num-

ber of contracts are executed, maintaining and enforcing compliance in contracts can

become a nightmare.

In today’s “digital transformation” era, the process of managing these contracts, also

known as contract management, is evolving into a sophisticated and scientific disci-

pline. No longer an administrative task, contract management instead now plays a

more dynamic role by orchestrating change based on market volatility and driving per-

formance- and outcome-based agreements as it integrates processes across enter-

prises.

Most organizations have some kind of contract management tools in place, but, unfor-

tunately, these tools are usually used more as a “software vault” to store contracts

across the enterprise. Best-in-class companies, however, understand that the potential

power of contract management to transform legal, procurement, finance, and sales

operations can do the following:

� Build strategic relationships and drive contract collaboration.

� Improve supplier performance and negotiation efficiencies.

� Standardize contract processes and approvals.

� Lower administrative and legal costs.

� Automate all phases of contract management from contract request and contract

authoring to contract execution (contract approvals, e-signatures, and contract

amendments).

� Strengthen operational and contractual compliance and reduce risk.
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In the following sections, we’ll uncover what contract management means by discuss-

ing contract management strategies for indirect procurement. We’ll then discuss SAP

Ariba Contracts in detail, including how to implement and configure the solution.

6.1    What Is Contract Management?

Contract management is a process that enables parties to a contract to meet their

respective obligations to deliver the objectives required from the contract.

In this section, we’ll discuss the pain points in the contracting process for indirect pro-

curement. We’ll then discuss SAP’s best-in-class contract management solution—SAP

Ariba Contracts—and describe how this solution can help alleviate pain points. We’ll

also look at how contracts are created and handled within SAP Ariba Contracts.

6.1.1    Contract Management Strategies for Indirect Procurement

Indirect procurement relates to the procurement of goods and services that aren’t

directly used in the product or service sold by the organization. While indirect procure-

ment may share common business and legal issues/risks, drafting and executing con-

tracts for indirect procurement presents some unique and critical challenges when

compared to direct procurement or other kinds of contracts. Some of the risks and

issues observed in the contract management process for indirect procurement, as well

as some of the contract strategies that SAP Ariba Contracts can enforce, include the fol-

lowing:

� Terms and conditions (T&Cs) management

� Contract planning and negotiation planning

� Post-award contract management and control

Let’s take a deeper look at each of these considerations next.

Terms and Conditions Management

Terms and conditions (T&Cs) management has proven to be an area of weakness in a

large number of indirect contracts. Most contracts lack consistency in terms of the

usage of standard language. In addition, as the language used in each contract can be

different, the language is usually not preapproved by the legal department, thus con-

siderably increasing the risks associated with the contract. Implementing standard

contract templates with approved mandatory, optional, and alternate T&Cs clauses for

various types of indirect goods and services is a key step required to mitigate contract

management risks.

SAP Ariba Contracts provides comprehensive contract authoring and clause library

functionality, which enables the creation of standard required/optional clauses and
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contract boilerplate templates. Additionally, the feature allows for defining alternate

clauses and provides an outline view of sections and clauses in the contract document.

End users can review and replace standard optional clauses with alternate clauses

found in the clause library.

Certain contract T&Cs will need to be negotiated based on the nature of the purchase

and/or the supplier’s relative power. SAP Ariba Contracts provides negotiation func-

tionality with a comprehensive auditing and version control feature. SAP Ariba Con-

tracts also provides standard prepackaged reports, while identifying standard clauses

that contract creators constantly change. As a result, legal or contract template admin-

istrators can easily revise clauses or create approved alternate clauses.

Using SAP Ariba Contracts and enforcing the usage of standardized contract templates

and approved/alternate clauses reduces contracting risk considerably and accelerates

the contract creation and negotiation process.

Contract Planning and Negotiation Planning

Many contracts lack proper planning and consistent process for negotiation and exe-

cution of the contract. An efficient contract management process requires proper con-

tract planning and negotiation planning processes that involve scoping requirements,

contract negotiation planning, and planning for post-award contract administration.

The negotiation plan should leverage the analysis performed during the strategic

sourcing process.

SAP Ariba Contracts, with standard integration to SAP Ariba Sourcing, provides im-

proved strategic sourcing and contracting process design. SAP Ariba Contracts helps

improve the contract planning and negotiation process considerably by enabling faster,

paperless contract creation, authoring, and back-and-forth collaboration/redlining of

the contract with external contracting parties, such as the supplier. SAP Ariba Contracts

also provides tasks for internal reviews and highly configurable workflows and can be

customized for each contract template based on the customer’s internal processes for

handling contractual risks.

Post-Award Contract Management and Control

Contract compliance is a major area of improvement in many organizations. Most con-

tract management solutions lack integration to operational procurement where trans-

actions are executed based on contracts, thus ensuring contract compliance.

SAP Ariba Contracts provides seamless integration with SAP Ariba procure-to-pay (P2P)

solutions, thus enabling contract compliance and reducing maverick spending by

ensuring that negotiated terms are used during the execution and release of contracts.

SAP Ariba Contracts also provides a set of prepackaged reports for monitoring con-

tracts. Task-driven reminders and renewal reminders notify contract authors (owners)

of expiring contracts well in advance, so that they can renegotiate those contracts and
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terms and thus realize further savings. In addition, SAP Ariba Contracts fully supports

the contract amendment process, whether an administrative amendment, a renewal,

or the termination of a contract. All changes to a contract are recorded for audit pur-

poses. Standard amendment templates can also be maintained with standard clauses

to standardize and accelerate the amendment process for all contracts maintained

within SAP Ariba Contracts.

6.1.2    SAP Ariba Contracts

SAP Ariba Contracts is a leading software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution and is accessible

anywhere, anytime. It’s an integral part of the SAP Ariba procurement suite with tight

integration to other SAP Ariba solutions such as SAP Ariba Sourcing, SAP Ariba Supplier

Lifecycle and Performance, and SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing. In addition, the SAP

Ariba Contracts solution can be easily integrated to your SAP ERP backend or to your

other third-party solutions, as shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1  SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite

SAP Ariba Contracts can also be licensed as part of the SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing

Suite, which contains the following SAP Ariba solutions:

� SAP Ariba Sourcing

� SAP Ariba Contracts

� SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance

� SAP Ariba Sourcing, savings and pipeline tracking add-on

� Bonus/penalty and lookup table formulas
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� SAP Ariba’s product sourcing capability

� SAP Ariba Discovery

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis (optional add-on)

SAP Ariba Contracts combines the contract creation, negotiation, and amendment pro-

cess with the authoring process into a comprehensive contract management solution.

With SAP Ariba Contracts, companies can develop best-value agreements by address-

ing the two major components of the contract lifecycle:

� Contract management

This stage goes from contract request through contract authoring, negotiation, and

approval using e-signatures and, finally, to contract execution.

� Commitment management

This stage includes ongoing compliance and performance management through

task-driven reminders and search and reporting capabilities, as well as contract re-

newal activities.

SAP Ariba Contracts reduces the cost of managing and updating contracts by eliminat-

ing the need for pen and paper for the creation, execution, and management of any

type of contractual agreement. Furthermore, in today’s digital economy, SAP Ariba

Contracts provides a powerful platform to efficiently and effectively perform the fol-

lowing tasks:

� Manage procurement and sales contracts, license agreements, internal agreements

and various other kinds of contracts.

� Automate and accelerate the entire contract lifecycle process, including the contract

signature process by enabling digital signatures.

� Standardize the contract creation, authoring, and maintenance process.

� Collaborate with both internal and external stakeholders with a complete audit trail

of changes made to the contract throughout the process.

� Strengthen operational, contractual, and regulatory compliance.

Some additional benefits of using SAP Ariba Contracts include the following:

� Fast time-to-value

Quickly deploy SAP Ariba Contracts on the cloud with lower total cost of ownership

(TCO). Automatic updates of the latest version of the software by SAP Ariba also

reduce your IT costs.

� Ease of use

Use this interactive tool to quickly draft contracts from the preapproved templates,

make changes to the contract as needed, complete negotiations with stakeholders,

and execute the contract with ease. 
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� Controlled processes

Customize tasks and approval flows. Changes made to preapproved language in the

contract will be displayed for approvers to review and approve the contract changes.

� Efficient collaboration

Work quickly and effectively with all stakeholders and negotiate contracts with your

suppliers on the Ariba Network.

� Complete visibility

Stay informed throughout the contract lifecycle with automatic alerts, handy dash-

boards, and configurable reports.

� Central repository

Never lose track of a contract with secure electronic storage and powerful search

tools for access on demand.

� On-time renewals

Receive notifications well in advance of key milestone dates and make the most of

your business opportunities.

� E-signature saving

Eliminate the time and expense of shipping and signing multiple contracts by add-

ing e-signature capabilities.

� Stronger compliance

Stay informed about any off-contract activity with controlled processes, automated

tracking, and a full audit trail.

� End-to-end commerce

Integrate your contract processes with additional SAP Ariba solutions, your ERP, or

other third-party systems for unrivaled compliance and control.

In this chapter, we’ll outline the SAP Ariba solution for understanding and managing

contracts within SAP Ariba, with a focus on the SAP Ariba Contracts Professional pack-

age and its implementation.

6.1.3    Planning Your Implementation

The key to a successful implementation of SAP Ariba Contracts is planning, key stake-

holder/executive-level ownership, and effective change management. The SAP Ariba

Contracts team must be engaged to implement this solution. Implementation of SAP

Ariba Contracts follows the SAP Ariba on-demand deployment methodology, which is

based on the SAP Activate methodology. This method is described in Section 6.1.3.

Each implementation includes only one contract type, for example, Contract Work-

space (Procurement). Implementing additional contract types requires a separate

implementation. The standard scope for each SAP Ariba Contracts implementation is

shown in Table 6.1.
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Tip

We recommend a “crawl, walk, run” methodology when implementing SAP Ariba Con-

tracts. In the first phase, refrain from using the contract authoring functionality.

Clause-related templates and contract authoring can be enabled as part of the second

phase, after you are familiar with using SAP Ariba Contracts.

Configuration Deployment Description

Master data � Loading master data using the enablement work-

book.

Custom header fields � Up to 5 custom header fields.

Custom report � 1 custom report.

Contracting process (one template 

configured by SAP Ariba during a 

typical implementation cycle)

� Up to 30 tasks.

� Up to 20 process configuration conditions.

� Up to 20 related documents.

� Standard review/approval rules on the tasks in 

template.

Form (one template configured by 

SAP Ariba during a typical implemen-

tation cycle)

� Up to 50 fields/line items.

� Up to 10 conditions.

Master agreement template and 

clause library setup

� Create 1 main agreement document in the tem-

plate (limited to 50 clauses per main agreement).

� Create up to 10 conditions for clause usage.

� Create up to 5 document properties that automati-

cally populate content within the main agreement.

� Configure and load up to 20 preferred and 20 

alternate clauses.

� Configure clause library approvals and notification 

settings.

E-signature configuration � Provide guidance for enabling e-signatures.

� Enable tasks in contract process for e-signatures.

Legacy contract loads � Define standard out-of-the-box fields for contracts.

� Define up to 10 custom fields.

� Create 1 template for legacy loads.

� Load up to 250 contracts (with a maximum of 500 

documents) in the production environment. Use 

only the sample load in the test environment.

Table 6.1  Scope for Deployment
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Loading legacy contracts into the solution can be time-consuming as contract

extraction can take a long time, so plan accordingly and start working on legacy con-

tracts early in the implementation.

6.2    Configuring SAP Ariba Contracts

In SAP Ariba Contracts, a contract initiation can start with a contract request and then

the creation of a contract workspace, or by directly creating a contract workspace. In

this chapter, we’ll look at configuring contract requests and contract workspace tem-

plates.

A contract workspace is the contract “shell” within SAP Ariba Contracts that houses con-

tract documents, such as master service agreements, amendments, addendums, state-

ments of work (SOWs), and others.

Mature organizations have a shared services or center of excellence (CoE) team or a

dedicated contract management team responsible for creating and executing all con-

tracts within the organization. Legal, finance, supply chain, and other departments may

be involved during the approval process for contracts. Such organizations with a more

mature contract management process may require business users in the field to create

contract requests. After a contract request is created and approved, someone with the

contract agent role on the shared services, CoE, or contract management teams will cre-

ate the contract workspace and execute the contract. In some organizations, the legal

department may be actively involved with creation of master agreement and amend-

ment templates using clause libraries within contract templates.

Figure 6.2 shows the simple workflow that can be configured within SAP Ariba Con-

tracts.

Figure 6.2  Contract Creation Process

In the following section, we’ll look at some of the configuration steps needed in a typi-

cal implementation of the SAP Ariba Contracts application to create and manage a con-

tract through its lifecycle:

Create Contract
Request

Approved Create Contract
Workspace

Yes
End
User

Contract Managers

Contract
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� Creating project templates for contract requests and contract workspaces

� Creating contract authoring processes

� Configuring workflow approval tasks

� Configuring expiration reports

� Creating custom fields as required on contract requests and contract workspaces

� Loading the master data required to create contracts

� Enabling e-signatures (if in scope)

6.2.1    Creating Project Templates

Within the SAP Ariba Contracts and other SAP Ariba applications, objects such as con-

tracts and sourcing events are called projects. To create a project, you’ll first need to cre-

ate a project template. For your end users to be able to create contract requests and

contract workspace projects, templates must be first created by a user with the tem-

plate creator role.

SAP Ariba has multiple dashboards based on the solutions configured and the user’s

role, as shown in Figure 6.3. The particular information displayed on the dashboards, as

well as access to specific features and other dashboards, depends on that user’s permis-

sions and roles. A user with the customer administrator role can access the Administra-

tion section (Manage � Administration). Users with the template creator role can access

the Templates section (Manage � Templates).

Figure 6.3  Contracts Dashboard

In the Templates section, click the Documents tab to access all the existing templates in

your system.

You can create a new contract request/contract workspace templates from an existing

template or make one from scratch.
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Tip

When creating new templates, a best practice is to copy a standard template and then

modify the copy as needed.

To copy an existing standard template, follow these steps:

1. Search for a standard contract request/contract workspace template, click the tem-

plate name, and then select Action � Copy, as shown in Figure 6.4.

2. Rename the template, and proceed with the necessary changes.

Figure 6.4  Creating a Copy of a Template

To create a new template from scratch, follow these steps:

1. Click Actions � Create � Template.

2. Select one of the following options for the Project Type for Template field:

– Contract request (procurement)

– Contract request (sales)

– Contract request (internal)

– Contract workspace (procurement)

– Contract workspace (sales)

– Contract workspace (internal)

3. Enter a name for the new template.

A new template is created. If only two tabs appear (Overview and Conditions), then click

Action � Display � Full View. Now, all the tabs should be visible, including the Overview,

Documents, Tasks, Team, Conditions, Advanced Options, and History tabs.
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In this section, we’ll look at configuring each tab within a project template in the con-

tract request/contract workspace. The History tab is used for tracking changes made in

the template. Because this tab isn’t configurable, we won’t cover it in this section.

Overview Tab

This tab provides an overview of the template’s properties, such as Name, Description,

ID, Owner, Base Language, Access Control, and Conditions. To change these properties,

click Actions � Edit Properties, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5  Editing Properties

As shown in Figure 6.6, the following two fields can be changed when you edit proper-

ties:

� Owner

Person who owns the template. If other users need access to maintain the template,

they can be added to the owner group under the Team tab.

� Access Control

Allows the level of access provided to contracts created using this template.

All contracts created from this template will inherit these settings from the template.

Tip

A best practice is to restrict access to the template to team members. Select the Private

To Team Members option from the Set Access Control dropdown menu.
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Figure 6.6  Choosing an Access Control

Conditions enable business rules to be defined that only allow end users to see or select

this template when conditions are met. For instance, if a contract request template is

meant for usage in NA, a condition on Region = NA can be set in the Conditions field

under the Overview tab of the contract request template. This template will only be

available when a user selects Region = NA while creating a new contract request.

Documents Tab

This tab provides a container to create different types of documents. You can also orga-

nize documents into folders. Documents can be created from scratch or can be copied

from other objects within the SAP Ariba solution, such as a document in the Sourcing

Library. A document can also be created as a master agreement or a contract addendum

(contract authoring). Documents and folders created in a contract request template

will be automatically loaded into all contract request projects created from this tem-

plate.

In this section, we’ll show you how to create a folder and how to create a new document

by uploading an existing Microsoft Word document.

Creating a Folder

Folders can be created to organize the documents within a contract request project. To

create a folder within a template, under the Documents tab, click Action � Create �

Folder, as shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7  Creating a Folder in the Documents Tab

Creating a Document

The Documents tab in the contract request is where documents are housed. You can

create a document in three ways:

� You can create a new document by uploading a document such as a legally approved

template document, as shown in Figure 6.8. To create a new document, click Action �

Create � Document.

� You can also create a new document by selecting a document housed in SAP Ariba,

such as in Sourcing Library, as shown in Figure 6.9.

� You can create a new master agreement or contract addendum, as shown in Fig-

ure 6.10.
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Figure 6.8  Creating a New Document from an Existing Word Document

Figure 6.9  Creating a New Document from an Existing Document in the Sourcing Library
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Figure 6.10  Creating a Master Agreement or a Contract Addendum

Creating contract addendum is similar to creating a master agreement, but we’ll dis-

cuss the contract authoring process in more detail in Section 6.2.2.

Tasks Tab

This tab is used to define the phases as well as the tasks and milestones within each

phase. Increased regulatory pressure to reduce costs and standardize the contracting

process often motivates organizations to find ways to enforce standard processes for

creating and managing contracts internally.

SAP Ariba Contracts allows contract administrators to define a standard contract pro-

cess with phases, tasks, and milestones.

You can create the following types of tasks:

� To-do tasks

Requires the task owner to perform some activity. The document folder can be

linked to a to-do task.
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� Review and approval tasks

Routes documents associated to these tasks to the reviewer or approver. Reviewers

can leave comments while reviewing the document. Approvers will need to approve/

deny the document. The document folder can be linked to a review or approval task.

All documents within the document folder will be part of the review or approval pro-

cess. See Section 6.2.3 for more details on configuring approval tasks.

� Negotiation tasks

Captures the negotiations between two or more parties concerning a contract or any

other type of document. Comments from negotiating parties are captured as well as

any changes made to the document.

� Notification tasks

Sends email reminders to recipients. These tasks are used primarily after the con-

tract’s publication to remind users to take some sort of action, such as periodically

checking contract activity or market pricing. These reminders can be set up to be

sent only once or sent on a recurring schedule.

Tasks and milestones based on the standard process can be created at the contract tem-

plate level. These tasks can be required or optional.

Contract workspaces created from a contract template will automatically inherit the

template’s tasks and milestones, as shown in Figure 6.11. Contract creators can add

additional tasks to the contract process and/or delete optional tasks that have been

pulled from the contract template. If this template is copied from the SAP Ariba Best

Practices contract template, the following phases and tasks are copied by default:

� Initiation – Authoring phase (Figure 6.12)

� Negotiation and Review phase (Figure 6.13)

� Approve and Finalize phase (Figure 6.14)

Figure 6.11  Best Practices Tasks: Phases
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Figure 6.13  Tasks in Negotiation and Review Phase

Figure 6.14  Tasks in Approve and Finalize Phase

Finally, the amendment process phase and tasks are available when the contract work-

space is amended and the status changes to Draft Amendment. The Approve Amend-

ment standard task is visible during the amendment process.

Team Tab

Collaboration throughout the contracting process is key for ensuring a faster and less

error-prone execution of contracts.

SAP Ariba Contracts allows collaborators or team members to be added manually or

automatically to the contract workspace under the Team tab. Project team groups, such

as contract managers or contract observers, should be created first, before adding team

members to these project team groups. Team members can be individual users or groups

of users. Each project team group is defined a role, either View Only or View/Edit.

Similar to tasks, project team groups and team members can be set up by the contract

administrator in the contract template level. Contract requests/workspaces created

from the contract template will automatically inherit the project team groups and

team members, ensuring certain team members will always be added to any contract

workspace created.
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When creating a new group under the Team tab, the following configuration steps

allow template administrators to restrict end users from making changes to project

groups added at the template level, as shown in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15  Configuring a Project Group in the Team Tab

This limitation helps with enforcing business rules such as “all contract workspaces

created must be accessible to all contract managers.” The contract template adminis-

trator can also associate a system group in the Roles setting. This setting assigns the

underlying roles in the system group to all users added as members to this group. Proj-

ect team groups can be added to the review and approval tasks.

After the contract template is fully configured, the template must be published before

it can be used for creating contract requests/workspaces. To publish a template, a tem-

plate owner must select the Overview tab and then click Actions � Publish, as shown in

Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16  Publishing the Template
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After the template is published, the status of the template changes from Draft to Active.

The template is now available to users and will appear in the relevant list of templates

(contract request or contract workspace) for users to choose from when creating a new

contract request or contract workspace.

6.2.2    Contract Authoring Process

SAP Ariba Contracts provides the ability for contract template administrators and the

legal department to create and maintain standardized enterprise-wide contract tem-

plates (or master agreement templates) that will be used as the starting point for con-

tract creation by end users. A contract template comprises sections and clauses. Clauses

are created, approved, and maintained in the clause library. Standardized clauses can be

used in multiple contract templates.

A clause corresponds to one major point or piece of information, usually to one para-

graph within the document. Similar clauses can be organized into sections. A common

practice is to start with a currently used contract and create a master agreement tem-

plate. Then, the clauses from this template are published to the clause library so that

these clauses can be reused in other master agreement templates. Thus, clauses must

be succinct and use standard language consistently.

The following are the benefits of the clause library:

� Provides a single source of truth for standardized contract content in the form of

clauses that can be created and approved once and used in multiple contract tem-

plates, such as a nondisclosure agreement (NDA) clause can be used in different con-

tract templates.

� Allows for defining fallback or alternate clauses for a contract clause, such as a tax

clause that could vary based on the region for which the contract is being defined. 

� Maintains clause versioning with automatic approvals when the clause is changed

by an administrator with access to change clause content. Approvers can compare

versions before approving the changes.

� Allows for conditionalized selection of clauses while a contract template is being

generated. For instance, a specific clause can be automatically chosen based on the

region or commodity condition.

� Provides visibility of the source of the clause in the outline view of the contract doc-

ument such as inherited from template, replacement clause from clause library,

edited, or added from external source.

� Allows for reporting on clause usage and how frequently a clause has been modified,

as well as search for all contracts and templates where the clause is used.

A best practice is to reword similar clauses to create a standardized clause, thus reduc-

ing the number of clauses in the clause library.
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Document Cleansing

SAP Ariba Contracts extensively uses Word’s built-in features for contract authoring.

Word features aren’t always backward compatible. All Word documents contain em-

bedded code that affects things such as formatting within the document. Because

knowing what version was used to create the original document is impossible, to avoid

potential problems within SAP Ariba Contracts, cleansing the document is imperative.

Cleansing can be performed by simply copying and pasting the content from the origi-

nal document into a text editor before copying the content into a new Word document.

The following considerations should be kept in mind while creating master agreement

templates:

� Don’t overcomplicate.

� Group clauses that should stay together.

� Put each section title in its own line.

� Make each clause its own paragraph when possible.

� Remove hard-coded numbering.

Style Mapping

Style mapping enables you to define styles in Word that the system will use to format

sections and clauses when generating contract documents. Style mapping is specific to

each master agreement template. Therefore, if a clause is used in multiple master

agreements, the clause will be formatted differently based on the style mapping de-

fined for that template.

Style mapping is configured in SAP Ariba Contracts, where you’ll apply your styles to

specific levels of your main agreement or contract addendum.

Bookmarking

In SAP Ariba Contracts, bookmarks are used to tell the system how to organize your

master agreements or contract addendums into clauses and sections. Bookmarks can

also be used to determine where a document begins and ends. Bookmarks aren’t con-

sidered text and don’t appear in printed versions of the document. When a Word docu-

ment is uploaded into the template, the system uses bookmarks to identify sections

and clauses. With bookmarks, you can specify exactly how you want the system to

parse the document. If any content within the document isn’t bookmarked, then the

system will interpret each paragraph as a clause.

Bookmarking Format

The bookmarking format shown in Table 6.2 should be used.
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Special Note on Partial Bookmarking in SAP Ariba Contracts

Some considerations on partial bookmarks and how SAP Ariba Contracts handles par-

tial bookmarking include the following:

� All properly entered bookmarks are respected.

� If a particular paragraph isn’t explicitly bookmarked, it’s treated as a clause. SAP

Ariba Contracts interprets all ad hoc and unmarked paragraphs as clauses.

� If a manual section bookmark is used, the first paragraph of the section is used as the

title of the section. The rest of the content within the section is handled based on the

bookmarking rules.

� Every Word document in SAP Ariba Contracts should only have one sectionGlobal-

Contract bookmark.

� If the sectionGlobalContract bookmark hasn’t been added, the system adds one

spanning the entire document.

Uploading a Master Agreement

After formatting is complete, the document must be closed and uploaded to SAP Ariba

Contracts as a master agreement or contract addendum document. The system will

read everything within the sectionGlobalContract bookmark and ignore the rest. The

system parses the documents and builds the sections and clauses. After the document

is loaded, in the outline view, the sections and clauses can be reviewed.

Note

Document file synchronization must be enabled before uploading the master agree-

ment in SAP Ariba Contracts.

Document Properties

Document properties can be used to define placeholder tokens within the clause con-

tent of the contract management templates that will be replaced by content, defined

when the contract workspace was created, under the Overview tab of the contract work-

space during the creation of the contract workspace.

Bookmark Type Name in Microsoft Word

Section sectionAriba_<UniqueID>

Clause clauseAriba_<UniqueID>

Entire contract document sectionGlobalContract

Table 6.2  Types of Bookmarks
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Note

Document properties can be created in contract management templates (master

agreement/contract addendum documents) or directly in the contract workspace, but

these properties are usually maintained at the template level.

Document Property Types

The following are the different types of document properties that can be defined as

placeholders within clauses:

� Read-only document properties

These properties are only updated in the contract document when the correspond-

ing field is changed in the contract workspace. Changing these in the contract docu-

ment won’t update the contract workspace. Read-only document properties may be

used multiple times in a contract document.

� Editable document properties

These properties are similar to read-only properties, except they also update the

contract workspace if changed in the contract document. Editable document prop-

erties may only be used once in any given contract document and must appear in

any document for which they are enabled.

Conditions on Clauses

Conditions are logical constructs that can be used within SAP Ariba Contracts to con-

trol the visibility of a contract management template or the documents, tasks, or team

members within a template that appears in the contract workspace.

Conditions can also be used on sections and clauses within a master agreement tem-

plate that define when a section or clause should be made visible when a master agree-

ment document is created from the template. As a result, a single main agreement

template can create workspaces with different main agreement content based on infor-

mation entered by the original creator of the contract workspace. This capability can

greatly reduce the number of main agreement templates required. The same is true of

contract addendum templates.

6.2.3    Configuring Workflow Approval Tasks

SAP Ariba Contracts provides an approval workflow process task for enforcing strong

compliance and oversight and for reducing contracting risks within an organization.
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The workflow task, along with the e-signature task, provides a seamless process for

internal and external signatories to quickly and efficiently review, approve, and sign

contracts within SAP Ariba Contracts without the need for pen and paper, thus consid-

erably speeding up the contracting process while reducing risks and potential noncom-

pliance in contracts.

A workflow task is a task that can be defined in each contract template. This task is

highly customizable and can be set as a required task. This task can be associated to a

specific document or to a folder within the Documents tab, as shown in Figure 6.17.

When assigned to a folder, all the documents in the folder will be included in the

approval workflow process.

Figure 6.17  Creating an Approval Task on Contract Documents Folder

If an approval task is instead created at the folder level, on triggering the workflow task,

all the documents in the folder will be routed for approval, and an email with all the

documents attached will be sent out to approvers specified in the approval flow, as

shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18  Approval Task Details

Approval Flow

SAP Ariba Contracts provides a flexible approval workflow task that can be customized

based on the customer’s approval process. The following approval flows are allowed:

� Parallel

Multiple approvers/groups of approvers will receive the approval email simultane-

ously, allowing access for approvers to take action on the approval task simulta-

neously.
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� Serial

Each approver/group within the approval flow will receive an approval email in a

specified series. An approver/group will receive an approval request email only after

the previous approver/group has approved the document/s in the previous approval

step.

� Custom

Customers can define a more complex workflow with a combination of parallel and

serial approvals. Customers with a more complex approval flow can use this feature

to design their approval process.

Approvers can be added to the parallel and serial approval flows by clicking on the

Approvers field and adding multiple users/groups within SAP Ariba Contracts.

Approvers will be required to review and approve the documents in the folder associ-

ated with the approval task. Observers can be added to the approval workflow as well.

Observers aren’t required to take any action throughout the process but will have

access to review the status of the approval and review the documents within the

approval task.

Adding Approvers to Custom Approval Flows

Creating custom approval flows is a flexible option that SAP Ariba Contracts provides

to define customized and complex approval processes. If you select Custom as the flow,

both parallel and serial approval steps can be added to the approval process.

SAP Ariba Contracts allows contract template administrators to define approval work-

flow tasks at the template level and make tasks required. This capability allows you to

standardize the contracting process and thereby alleviate risk in the process.

When a workflow task is defined at the template level, the approvers in each step can be

set to a project team member group. When a contract workspace is created, and a user/

group is added as a project team member under the Team tab, the user/group automat-

ically becomes an approver of the document.

Custom approval flows allow administrators to create complex approval flows based

on specific requirements. The approval can also be conditionalized based on informa-

tion on the contract. For instance, a senior VP approval step can be included for all con-

tracts above a certain amount (a standard field), for example, greater than $1 million.

In addition, approvers for this step can be set up in several ways, which we’ll look at

next.

Adding Approvers and Groups

You can select approvers from a list of existing users and categorize them in the follow-

ing ways:
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� Contract approvers

Users in the contract approver project team group.

� System group

Users in any system/custom user group.

� Project group

Users from one of the project team groups.

� Supervisor

Supervisor of a particular user.

User Approver Lookup Table

An approver matrix can be created using the approval lookup table shown in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19  Approval Lookup Table

6.2.4    Create Custom Fields Required on Contract Requests and 

Contract Workspaces

SAP Ariba Contracts is flexible enough to maintain different information within differ-

ent contracts. Contract administrators can define new custom fields. The new fields

that can be created are shown in Table 6.3.
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Field Type Description

Boolean Displays Yes/No radio buttons.

Date Accepts a date. The date can be typed into the field or selected 

from a calendar. The date and time will be displayed to users in 

their local time zone.

Date (calendar) Accepts a date. The date can be typed into the field or selected 

from a calendar. The Calendar Date field stores a date and time 

with no time zone information. The date and time will be dis-

played the same for all users, regardless of their local time zone.

Decimal number Accepts integers (whole numbers) or decimal numbers (fractions), 

such as 2 or 0.008, respectively.

Integer Accepts integers (whole numbers), such as 2 or 34567.

Money Accepts a decimal number that the system then treats as a 

currency value in calculations and conversions.

Note: The system can perform currency conversions on values 

entered in currency fields.

Percentage Accepts integers (whole numbers) or decimal numbers (fractions) 

that are treated as percentages when used in calculations. For 

example, if users enter 25, the system uses 0.25 in calculations 

that use that value.

Note: Percentage values can be greater than 100.

Free text Accepts one line of free text up to 1,000 characters in length.

Multiline text Accepts multiple lines of free text, up to 1,000 characters in 

length.

Text single select Displays an enumeration picklist where only one value can be 

selected.

Text multiple select Displays an enumeration picklist where multiple values can be 

selected.

Note: Text multiple select fields don’t support hierarchical data.

URL link Accepts a URL address and displays a text hyperlink. The text dis-

played is the URL.

User multiple select Any field that allows you to choose from the list of users that are 

loaded into your site.

Table 6.3  Types of Custom Fields
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As shown in Table 6.4, the number of custom fields that can be added to custom reports

is limited, depending on the type of field.

Flex master data (FMD) 

single/multiselect

FMD is typically more complex than data stored in normal fields. 

For example, you would use an enumeration and a text field to 

store the names of hospitals. However, you would use FMD to store 

the names of hospitals and attributes such as their addresses, 

phone numbers, and the name of the hospital administrator. When 

users select a hospital, they can click it to view the attribute data. 

The most common use for an FMD field is as an extended, dynamic 

picklist where the number of picks available exceeds what would 

be rational for a standard picklist (up to about 20 or 30). The reason 

for this is that the FMD field is searchable, user-maintained, and 

can literally accommodate tens of thousands of picks.

An FMD field can act like a mini database. The selected value 

becomes a hyperlink that can open up a widow displaying addi-

tional data fields (nonreportable). For FMD single select fields, it is 

possible to make the additional data reportable by auto-populating 

separate, reportable custom fields that are bound to the FMD field.

Note: When the FMD field acts as a mini database, each separate, 

reportable custom field counts against your allotted number of 

custom fields for that solution.

Type of Field Limit

Integer 26

Text/multiline text/URL link 41

Money 8

Date 10

Boolean 12

Percentage 10

Decimal number

User 4

FMD (single select) 11

FMD (multiple select) 4

Text multiple select 3

Table 6.4  Reportable Fields Limit

Field Type Description

Table 6.3  Types of Custom Fields (Cont.)
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6.2.5    Loading Master Data

Master data, such as suppliers, regions, departments, units of measure, currencies, and

more, will be required to create contracts with line items. SAP Ariba Contracts allows

customer administrators to load and manage master data with an import/export fea-

ture. Some master data, such as suppliers, purchasing organizations, and company

codes, can be integrated with SAP ERP or other backend systems, with periodic updates.

The steps require for integrating master data with SAP ERP is beyond scope of this

book. In this section, we’ll look at how customer administrators can load master data

using the import/export feature.

As a customer administrator, you can access the Data Import/Export screen on the

Administration section by clicking Manage � Administration � Site Manager � Data

Import/Export.

Tip

Always export the master data object and save it to your desktop. Use that file to make

changes to the master data, and then click Import to update that master data object.

Exporting Master Data

To export master data, click the Export tab on the Data Import/Export screen. Look for

the master data object you want to export and click the Export button.

Importing Master Data

To import a master data, click the Import tab on the Data Import/Export screen. Four

choices will be available:

� Load

Creates and modifies objects in the database using values in the data file. If an object

in the data file doesn’t already exist in the database, it’s created. If an object in the

data file already exists in database, it’s modified using the value in the data file.

� Create

Creates new objects in the database using values in the data file. If an object in the

data file already exists in the database, it isn’t modified.

� Update Only

Modifies existing objects only in the database using values in the data file. If an

object in the data file doesn’t already exist in the database, it isn’t created. If you

don’t want to modify a particular object, don’t include it in the data file. This opera-

tion can cause deactivated objects to be reactivated.

� Deactivate

Deactivates objects in the database based on objects in the data file. If you don’t want

to deactivate a particular object, don’t include it in the data file.
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Select one of these choices, and click the Browse button. Choose the master data object

file you updated and saved on your desktop, and click Run to execute the import pro-

cess. If any error arises, a new tab will appear where you can correct the errors and reu-

pload the data file.

Note

The enablement workbook can be used instead of individual master data object files to

import some kinds of master data, for instance, regions, departments, enterprise users,

and external organizations (suppliers).

6.2.6    Enabling Electronic Signatures

SAP Ariba provides e-signature capabilities in SAP Ariba Contracts through integration

to third-party digital signature services, such as DocuSign and Adobe Sign. A signature

task within a contract workspace routes the document electronically and securely via

the Internet to the document signee, who can complete the signature task electroni-

cally using one of the two services enabled in the landscape.

Note

While detailed configuration of Adobe Sign and DocuSign services is beyond the scope

of this book, for more information, refer to the SAP Ariba documentation, specifically

Help @ Ariba � Administration � Administration and Integration Documentation � Con-

tract Administration.

All SAP Ariba users who will be submitting Adobe Sign service/DocuSign tasks must

have an email associated with their user account that matches the email of a valid and

active Adobe Sign service/DocuSign account (or have the auto-account creation option

turned on for DocuSign). Users who will be working with signature tasks must also

belong to the Document Signer Group.

Signature provider services can be enabled by administrators. The paper signature

option allows signature task owners to manually complete a signature task by upload-

ing an image of the signed document. To complete a paper signature task, users can

submit a file with an electronic image of a “wet” signature (i.e., an image of a signature

originally made a paper document in ink). To enable paper signatures, simply navigate

to the Signature Providers option under Manage � Administration � Signature Providers,

and select the checkbox at the bottom.

Creating a Signature Task

Signature tasks can be created off of individual documents or folders by clicking on the

relevant document/folder within a contract workspace or contract request and selecting
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Signature under the Create New Task options. If you only have one signature solution

enabled, the task will simply be created. If you have multiple signature solutions

enabled, you’ll select the desired solution. You can create multiple signature tasks

within a single contract request or contract workspace, but only one signature task can

be associated with a single document or folder. Note that you can create signature tasks

within an individual workspace or at the process level. You can also assign any project

group the document signer role, which will allow anyone with that role to sign the doc-

ument. A combination of this project group/role setup and team member rules can be

used to automate signers in line with your workflow (delegation of authority), similar

to the approvals process.

Submitting an Adobe Sign/DocuSign Signature Task

To submit a signature task, you must edit the Not Started task created in the previous

step. Both internal and external signers for the document can be added, and you can

also create new contacts to identify for signing, like in a review task.

After the task is submitted, the user is directed to the Adobe Sign or DocuSign interface,

where additional signature tags can be added. If a single document is associated with

the task, then that document is routed for signatures. If a folder is associated with the

task, all published documents within the folder are routed for signatures.

After submitting the task for e-signature, the task’s status changes to Signing. Depend-

ing on the signatories’ actions, the status will then change to Signed or Denied. The sys-

tem checks for returned documents every two hours.

Receiving a Signature Request

Signers for both Adobe Sign and DocuSign tasks receive an email requesting signatures

for a document or a set of documents if the task is associated with a folder. The title of

the email will contain the SAP Ariba contract ID (or contract workspace ID) and the

name of the document (the first document if a folder) to be signed.

The signer can open the email and follow the instructions to complete the signature

task or forward the email to someone else who is able to complete the signature. The

status of the task changes based on the action taken by the signer.

Completing the Adobe Sign/DocuSign Signature Task

After the signer returns the document, which changes the task’s status to Signed or

Denied, the task is officially complete. You can start a new round for the signature task

or withdraw the signature task (in any status) by viewing the details of the task and

selecting the New Round or Withdraw options.

If the document is signed, it will be returned automatically to the contract workspace

with a new title of the format. This signed document will return to the workspace or a

specific folder, based on your task setup.
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6.2.7    Enabling Reports on the Contracts Dashboard

SAP Ariba Contracts comes with prepackaged reports that users with one of these roles

can run: senior analyst, analyst, and customer administrator.

To run a prepackaged report, follow these steps:

1. Click on Manage � Prepackaged Reports.

2. Select a reporting area by clicking on the area and selecting Open. The prepackaged

reports visible to the user depend on the solutions enabled on the SAP Ariba realm

(system), as shown in Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20  Prepackaged Reports

Adding Reports to Dashboards

Reports can be added as pivot tables or charts. These reports will run dynamically to

reflect current information. For example, the Contract Expiration report can be added

to the Contracts dashboard by a system administrator and set as a required content.
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SAP Ariba Contracts Prepackaged Reports

Let's look at some of the useful prepackaged reports for SAP Ariba Contracts:

� Contracts expiring in the next three months

Lists all contracts expiring within a certain time period. A contract manager might

use this report to identify contracts that must be reviewed within the next month/

quarter/year prior to their expiration.

� Active contract workspaces by owner

Lists all active contract workspaces by user. Contract managers and administrators

might use this report to see all the workspaces for which they have ownership.

� Contract workspaces to start in the next three months

Lists all contracts with effective dates within the next three months. A contract man-

ager might use this report to judge the upcoming workload or a manager may use it

to determine resource loading.

Note

Several prepackaged reports involve using clauses only available in the clause library.

These reports are only available in SAP Ariba Contracts Professional because the clause

library isn’t a feature in SAP Ariba Contracts Basic.

Users with the senior analyst or analyst role can create custom analytical reports. SAP

Ariba Contracts maintains data in fact tables. Most of these fact tables are available for

analysts to pull data into custom reports. Each custom report can be configured with

one primary fact table joined to a secondary fact table. Columns from these tables can

be set either as report filters or as display fields in the report.

Note

A best practice for creating custom reports is to search for an existing prepackaged

report that comes close to meeting your needs, copying that report, and then editing

the copy to make the necessary changes.

6.3    Creating Contracts

SAP Ariba Contracts helps resolve a number of challenges in the contract process,

including standardizing and controlling contract creation, automating approvals, and

enabling e-signatures. With SAP Ariba Contracts, you can also manage procurement

and sales, internal agreements, and intellectual property/licenses. Its overall effect is to

automate and accelerate the entire contract creation and execution process. In this sec-

tion, we’ll cover contract creation and execution.
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6.3.1    Contract Creation

Spend management in SAP Ariba has several dashboards to cater to the various appli-

cations included in the SAP Ariba suite. Once logged in to SAP Ariba, the user will see

the dashboard home page. The information displayed on the dashboards, as well as

access to specific features and other dashboards, depends on that user’s permissions

and roles. Users with access to SAP Ariba Contracts will be able to click the Contracts

dashboard to access information on contracts.

A contract (also known as a contract workspace) in SAP Ariba Contracts can be created

in the following ways:

� From a sourcing event award

A contract workspace can be created from a sourcing event award. In this scenario,

after the sourcing event is awarded to one or more suppliers, a contract from the

award can be created for each supplier by clicking on the Create New Contract but-

ton from the sourcing award. Information such as pricing terms for the goods or ser-

vices that were negotiated with the awarded suppliers will be automatically pulled

into the newly created contract workspace.

� From a contract request

A contract workspace can be created without a sourcing event. Customers can con-

figure a contract request process. End users not in the Contract Management depart-

ment are usually required to request the creation on a contract. In this scenario, the

end user first creates a contract request. Users with internal user permissions can

create contract requests. After the contract request is approved by the appropriate

contract managers, the contract workspace can be created from the contract request.

Information such as documents, contract collaborators, supplier information, and

so on can be carried over directly from the contract request to the newly created

contract. 

� Standalone contract workspace

A standalone contract (or contract workspace) can be created directly without

requiring a contract request or a sourcing event. Users with the role contract agents

or contract manager can create contract workspaces.

Three types of contracts can be created in SAP Ariba Contracts: procurement, sales, and

internal contracts. 

Note

Each contract type (procurement, sales, and internal) requires a separate subscription.

Depending on the contract types you subscribe to, different Create menu options will

appear.
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The Create Contract Workspace screen is displayed when a user clicks Create � Contract

Workspace regardless of the type of contract workspace (procurement, sales, or inter-

nal) that the user chooses. For simplicity, this book shows screens for creating Contract

Workspace (Procurement), but the process and screens are similar for all type of con-

tracts, except for some differences in standard fields, such as the following:

� Contract workspace (sales)

– Customer

– Product

� Contract workspace (procurement)

– Supplier

– Affiliated Supplier

– Business Segment

The contract workspace creation screen is configurable, for the most part, based on

your requirements. The screen is made up of standard and custom-defined fields. The

fields for procurement, sales, and internal contract types vary slightly. Customer-

defined and standard fields can be made optional or required. Required fields must be

completed before creating the contract workspace. Entries in the standard fields and

custom fields can control which contract templates will be visible for selection to cre-

ate a contract workspace.

Similar to other projects in SAP Ariba, such as a sourcing project, sourcing request, and

so on, contract templates must be created and approved before an end user can create

a contract request or a contract workspace. For more information on creating a con-

tract template, Section 6.2.1. 

6.3.2    Contract Execution and Consumption

The contract template selected when creating the contract workspace drives the con-

tracting process. In this section, we’ll cover the various tabs you’ll use during contract

execution.

Overview Tab

As shown in Figure 6.21, you can view basic information about the contract, such as the

Contract Status, Version, Language, Owner, and Access Control, similar to the contract

workspace template. You’ll also see other standard fields, such as Description, Com-

modity, and Regions. Some standard fields can be hidden through configurations. SAP

Ariba automatically generates a contract ID when a contract is created. As shown in Fig-

ure 6.21, this contract ID will be visible in the top-right corner of the contract work-

space, along with the number of outstanding tasks to be completed.
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Figure 6.21  Contract Workspace: Overview Tab

Other sections under the Overview tab include the following:

� Contract Attributes

Displays standard fields such as Hierarchy Type (Master Agreement/Sub Agreement/

Standalone), Contract Amount, Supplier and Sub agreements, and all customer-

defined fields.

� Contract Terms Attributes

Displays standard fields such as Term Type (Fixed/Auto Renew Type/Perpetual),

Effective Date, Expiration Date, and other fields related to renewal reminder notifi-

cations.

� Process

Displays the contract process phases and any milestones defined in the contract

process. The status for each process and milestone is displayed via images to denote

phase status and milestone status; for instance, a green checkmark is displayed next

to a completed milestone.

� Quick Links

Displays any quick links created to important documents within the workspace.

� Announcements

Displays any announcements created within the workspace for members to view.
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Documents Tab

The Documents tab in the contract workspace is used to create the master agreement

and contract addendum from standard approved clause templates or to upload a paper

invoice from a supplier or nonstandard contract document. Contract template admin-

istrators can choose to include the standard contract document (with approved clauses)

as a default document in the contract template. When a contract workspace is created

from this contract template, the standard document will be automatically built and will

appear under the Documents tab, as shown in Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.22  Sample Documents Tab in the Contract Workspace

Documents created or uploaded can be edited and modified from the Documents tab.

All changes to the contract documents are saved as versions. Editing contract docu-

ments in SAP Ariba Contracts requires document file synchronization to be enabled by

each user.

Note

Document file synchronization will only work with Internet Explorer.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, folders can be created in the Documents tab, as well. The

complete folder or individual documents within the folder can be associated to to-do

or workflow tasks. If a folder is associated to a workflow task, then upon the task sub-

mission for approval, all documents within the folder will be included in the workflow

approval process.

Tasks Tab

This tab in the contract workspace is used to define the contract phases and the tasks

and milestones within each phase. Increased regulatory pressure to reduce costs and
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standardize the contracting process often motivate organizations to find ways to

enforce standard processes for creating and managing contracts internally.

SAP Ariba Contracts allows contract administrators to define a standard contract pro-

cess with phases, tasks, and milestones. Tasks and milestones based on the standard

process can be created at the contract template level. These tasks can be required or

optional.

Contract workspaces created from the contract template will automatically inherit the

template’s tasks and milestones. Contract creators can choose to add additional tasks

to the contract process, and/or delete optional tasks that have been pulled from the

contract template. To execute a contract, all required tasks within the contract must be

completed. Task dependencies and phase dependencies can be set, which ensures that

a certain phase or task doesn’t start before its predecessor phase or task is completed.

On completing all tasks, including the approval and signature tasks, the Finalize and

Publish task can be started and completed. The owner can then publish the finished

contract by going to the Overview tab of the contract workspace and clicking Actions �

Publish.

Team Tab

Collaboration throughout the contracting process is key for ensuring a faster and less

error-prone execution of contracts. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, SAP Ariba Contracts

allows collaborators or team members to be added manually or automatically to the

contract workspace under the Team tab. Project team groups included at the template

level will be automatically added to the contract. Team members can be individual

users or groups of users. Each project team group is defined a role, either View Only or

View/Edit. Project team groups can be added to the review and approval tasks.

Message Board Tab

This tab is another medium for communicating with the team members, as well as

with stakeholders outside of SAP Ariba. Within a contract workspace, the Message

Board tab allows contract authors or team members with edit access to create new

message topics or to initiate a message via email. New topics created within the con-

tract workspace’s message board will be visible and accessible to all team members of

that workspace.

New messages posted via email triggers the email application (e.g., Outlook). The mail

generated will be automatically CC’d to the autogenerated contract workspace email

address. Additional recipients can be added as required. Emails will be sent to each

recipient. When Reply All is selected, responses are automatically forwarded and re-

corded under the Message Board tab within the contract workspace.
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History Tab

The History tab captures in chronological order all the changes that have been made to

the contract workspace. You can also use filters to search and report on changes made

to the contract workspace.

6.4    Consuming Contracts

In a standalone implementation of SAP Ariba Contracts, the contract workspace is con-

sumed within the solution itself. Standalone implementations are usually the case for

organizations where SAP Ariba Contracts is used primarily as a contract repository.

In mature organizations, SAP Ariba Contracts is implemented along with SAP Ariba

Buying and Invoicing or an SAP ERP backend. SAP Ariba Contracts is used to manage

the complete lifecycle of the contract, where the contract is created, negotiated, and

executed. The negotiated contract is then pushed to a transactional system such as SAP

Ariba Buying and Invoicing or SAP ERP backend where the compliance of the negoti-

ated contract is managed. Once pushed to these transactional systems, a contract is

consumed based on the type of contract created and the system configuration. See Sec-

tion 6.6 for more details.

After a contract has been consumed, if the contract owner decides to not extend the

contract, the contract workspace can be closed. Closing a contract workspace in SAP

Ariba Contracts will force the contract to be closed in the integrated transactional sys-

tem, whether it’s SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing or SAP ERP.

6.5    Amending Contracts

SAP Ariba Contracts provides features for different types of contract amendment,

although the most common contract amendment type is renewals. Contracts that have

the status of Published or Expired can be renewed.

SAP Ariba Contracts provides timely reminders for contract renewals. By default, re-

newal reminders are sent to the contract author, but additional recipients can be added

to receive the renewal reminders.

SAP Ariba solution has dashboards for each solution, including a Home dashboard. A

tile for expiring contracts is added to the Home dashboard by default, as shown in Fig-

ure 6.23. This tile shows a count of contracts that have expired and that are about to

expire in 7 days and 30 days, respectively. The Contracts dashboard has a tile for an

Expiring Contracts Report, as shown in Figure 6.24. On logging in to SAP Ariba Contracts

and navigating to the Contracts dashboard, you’ll see all the contracts you own and
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that will expire within the next 90 days. You may alter this time period to fit your own

business needs.

Figure 6.23  Expiring Contracts Shown in the Home Dashboard

Figure 6.24  Contract Dashboard: Expiring Contracts

Expired or published contracts can be renewed by amending the contract. A contract

can be amended by following these steps:

1. Search for the expiring or published contract, and open the contract workspace.

2. From the Overview tab of the contract workspace, click Actions � Amend in the Con-

tract Attributes section, as shown in Figure 6.25. 

3. Choose Renewal as the amendment type.
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Figure 6.25  Amending an Executed Contract

The following changes can be made during renewals:

� Contract term attributes

Effective and expiration dates can be changed.

� Tasks

Certain tasks, including approval tasks, can be enabled during contract renewals.

Required tasks must be completed before a contract can be published.

� Documents

Documents in the Documents tab can be amended. Additional documents can be

added as needed.
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The contract is republished after all renewal changes, including any associated approval

tasks, are completed.

As shown in Figure 6.26, other amendment types include the following:

� Amendment (full amendment)

This amendment type is used when the complete contract workspace needs to be

changed. The contract is republished after the changes are completed.

� Administrative

This amendment type is used to change noncontract details, such as adding a team

member or uploading a supplemental document. The status of the contract doesn’t

change when performing an administrative amendment. Republishing the contract

isn’t required after this amendment process is complete.

� Termination

This amendment type is only available for published contracts. Closed or expired

contracts can’t be terminated. The expiration date and email notification settings

can be changed during this amendment process. This process is used to close the

contract before the expiration date due to adverse conditions or disagreements. The

contract is closed after the changes are completed.

Figure 6.26  Contract Amendment Types

6.6    Using Contracts with Other Applications

As mentioned earlier, SAP Ariba Contracts is an integral part of the SAP Ariba procure-

ment suite with tight integration to other SAP Ariba solutions such as SAP Ariba Sourc-

ing, SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance, and SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing.

In addition, the SAP Ariba Contracts solution can be easily integrated with your SAP ERP

backend or your other third-party solutions.
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As shown in Figure 6.27, in a typical configuration, the initiation of a contract starts

either during the supplier enablement process in SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Per-

formance Management, after a sourcing event has been awarded in SAP Ariba Sourc-

ing, or in the SAP Ariba Contracts directly in some cases. A contract can be started with

a contract request or directly created as a contract workspace without a request pro-

cess. When executing the contract in the contract workspace, multiple options exist for

pushing the contract from SAP Ariba Contracts to a transactional system, such as SAP

Ariba Buying and Invoicing or SAP ERP, to create a contract or catalog items.

Figure 6.27  Contract Workspace Integration to SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing and SAP ERP

6.6.1    Using Contracts in SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing

Customers who have the complete source-to-order or source-to-pay solutions from

SAP Ariba must implement suite integration. With the suite integration feature, you’ll

integrate your SAP Ariba upstream instance (consisting of SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle

and Performance Management, SAP Ariba Sourcing, and SAP Ariba Contracts) with

your SAP Ariba downstream instance (consisting of SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing).

SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing provides features and functionalities that enable mod-

eling and managing contract pricing and terms to support both internal compliance as

well as supplier invoice compliance. SAP Ariba Contracts provides visibility and control

over the entire contract authoring and management process. In a suite-integrated

environment, these two solutions can be integrated to allow seamless contract man-

agement from authoring to compliance enforcement. In addition, in a suite-integrated

environment, a contract must be created first in SAP Ariba Contracts. A pricing terms

document with items negotiated during the contracting process must be maintained.

This upstream contract can be pushed downstream to create a contract term docu-

ment, as shown in Figure 6.28. A contract term document is an intermediary document
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before the upstream contract is converted into a downstream operational document—

the contract compliance document. In the contract terms, the owner of the contract

can define additional information regarding the transactional contract.

From the contract workspace in SAP Ariba Contracts, four types of contracts can be cre-

ated in SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing:

� Supplier Level Contract

Covers all products from a supplier.

� Category Level Contract

Covers all products from a catalog.

� Commodity Level Contract

Covers all products identified by specific commodity codes from a supplier.

� Item Level Contract

Covers a specific item from a supplier.

Figure 6.28  Contract Terms
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In an integrated suite, with the right permissions, a user can see both dashboards

related to SAP Ariba upstream (SAP Ariba Sourcing, SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and

Performance, SAP Contract Management) as well as SAP Ariba downstream (SAP Ariba

Buying and Invoicing).

Depending on the type of contract and site configuration, the terms of the contract are

applied in the following instances:

� Purchasing users or agents order items are associated with a contract. The contract

terms are automatically applied when these items are added to their orders.

� Purchasing users or agents create a purchase order (or release order) against the con-

tract.

� Supplier or buyer users create invoices against the contract.

6.6.2    Using Contract Compliance in SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing with 

SAP Ariba Contracts

In a suite-integrated environment, contract creation must start from SAP Ariba Con-

tracts. For existing contract compliance contracts, if SAP Ariba Contracts is deployed at

a later time, a contract user in SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing can create a contract

workspace in SAP Ariba Contracts. At this point, contract compliance must be managed

from SAP Ariba Contracts going forward.

For compliance contracts in SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing with an associated con-

tract workspace, the contract number will start with “CW.” When a contract workspace

in SAP Ariba Contracts is closed, the underlying contract compliance contract in SAP

Ariba Buying and Invoicing is also closed. When the contract workspace in SAP Ariba

Contracts is amended, a new version of the compliance contract is created in SAP Ariba

Buying and Invoicing.

6.6.3    Using Contracts in the SAP ERP Backend

Customers using the Ariba Network adapter for SAP NetWeaver and SAP Ariba Con-

tracts can integrate contract information from SAP Ariba Contracts with SAP ERP.

As shown Figure 6.29, a contract or amendment created in SAP Ariba Contracts can be

pushed to the Ariba Network. From the Ariba Network, the SAP Process Integration

(SAP PI) communication channel takes the contract and sends it to SAP ERP to create an

outline agreement based on the header and line-item data of the contract received

from SAP Ariba Contracts.

When the outline agreement is created in SAP ERP, the SAP document number and the

outline agreement line-item numbers are mapped and sent back to the contract in SAP

Ariba Contracts. If this integration process fails, SAP ERP sends error messages to the

contract in SAP Ariba Contracts. See Chapter 11 for more information.
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Figure 6.29  SAP Ariba Contracts Integration with SAP ERP

6.6.4    Using SAP Ariba Contracts in SAP S/4HANA Cloud

This new integration feature allows SAP S/4HANA Cloud customers using operational

procurement to configure an end-to-end source-to-pay solution by integrating the SAP

Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite. 

Figure 6.30  SAP Ariba Contracts Integration with SAP S/4HANA Cloud
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This allows customers to create strategic contracts from sourcing events or standalone

contracts with line items, then negotiate prices on the Ariba Network, and finally push

the negotiated terms to SAP S/4HANA Cloud, to create an outline agreement or sched-

uling agreement (type LP and LPA documents), as shown in Figure 6.30. See Chapter 11

for more information.

6.6.5    Using SAP Ariba Contracts in SAP Ariba Fieldglass

A new feature was released where customers can now integrate their SAP Ariba Con-

tracts with SAP Fieldglass. Contract workspace and contract terms created, negotiated,

and executed in SAP Ariba Contracts can now be pushed to SAP Fieldglass to create a

SOW contract in SAP Fieldglass.

Figure 6.31  SAP Ariba Contracts Integration with SAP Fieldglass

Let’s take a look at this process flow:

1. The contract user creates a contract workspace and maintains any line items infor-

mation, which is pushed down to the contract terms document created from the

workspace in SAP Ariba Contracts.

2. The contract user completes the contract process, including any approvals and sig-

natures necessary.

3. The contract user then publishes the contract workspace and contract terms.

4. Upon publishing, the contract information such as contract ID, metadata, and con-

tract terms information from SAP Ariba Contracts is pushed to SAP Fieldglass to cre-

ate a master SOW. Line items from SAP Ariba Contracts are received as catalog rate

definitions within the SAP Fieldglass master SOW. Child SOWs created from the mas-

ter SOW in SAP Fieldglass will inherit the rates, budgets, and other attributes from

the original SAP Ariba Contract workspace.
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The full integration flow between SAP Ariba Contracts, SAP Fieldglass, SAP Ariba Buying

and Invoicing, and the Ariba Network is shown in Figure 6.31. This integration uses Web

Services, but the technical details are out of scope for this book. See Chapter 11, Section

11.6, for more information.

6.6.6    Contract Application Programming Interface

SAP Ariba provides application programming interfaces (APIs) to allow customers to

extend the existing SAP Ariba solutions. The following APIs are specific to SAP Ariba

Contracts:

� Create Update and Delete Contract Workspace API

This API provides functionality to create a contract workspace using an existing

template, update a contract workspace’s header details, and delete a contract work-

space.

This API comes with the following endpoints:

– /contractworkspaces: Endpoint used to create a new contract workspace or get a

contract workspace to update the metadata.

– /contractworkspaces/$contractid: Endpoint used to retrieve the contract work-

space that matches the contract ID. The returned workspace will be deleted from

the contract repository.

� Contract Compliance API

This API allows customers to search for and get information about contract ques-

tions and contracts created in the SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing solution (SAP

Ariba downstream).

� Contract Terms API

This API provides functionality to create contract terms documents in a contract

workspace and retrieve contract terms and contract compliance details. This API is

only applicable in a suite-integrated realm, that is, when the SAP Ariba Sourcing

Suite is integrated to SAP Buying and Invoicing.

6.7    Summary

Our goal in this chapter was to describe the benefits of implementing SAP Ariba Con-

tracts. The features defined in this chapter, such as contract authoring and integration

with e-signature providers, can be easily enabled to create a complete end-to-end,

paperless contracting solution that considerably improves the contracting process,

resulting in greater efficiency, lower costs, and improved relationships. This chapter

also recommended tried-and-true best practices and the SAP Activate methodology for

quickly and efficiently implementing SAP’s cloud-based solution for contract manage-

ment.
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